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On Friday, August 7, Go 96.3 and the Minnesota Twins are

partnering to bring you Go Fest ’15, an amphitheater-style

concert at Target Field.

The lineup includes an eclectic mix of upbeat, high-energy

alternative rock bands: Matt and Kim, Cold War Kids, Big

Data, MS MR, Meg Myers and more.

Tickets are still available at the Minnesota Twins Website,

and prices range from $9.63 to $69.50.

Go Fest is going to be here before you know it. To add fuel

to your excitement, listen to these four great songs by Go

Fest ’15 artists:

1. Get it - Matt and Kim

Energetic synth-beats are the cornerstone of this

Brooklyn-based duo’s music. “Get it,” off of their newest

album New Glow, is no different. Since Matt and Kim are

known for their lively on-stage antics, this song is sure to be

memorable when played live in August.

2. Miracle Mile - Cold War Kids

Right off the bat, the catchy, repetitive piano riffs and drum

beats draw your attention in the first few seconds of this

single off of the band’s fourth album. Lead singer Nathan

Willett belts out each lyric with equal passion and high

energy. You’ll want to get up and dance when you hear it. Or

at least sing along.

3. Dangerous - Big Data

A slower, grittier jam with no less energy than the two

previous songs in this list, Dangerous is gaining widespread

commercial success. And with good reason—the flowing

electronic backbeats leave you with no choice but to bob

your head to the music. If you had a theme song, you’d want

this to be it.

4. Hurricane - MS MR

A sweeping start slowly builds into a darker, sharper beat

once the strings come in. This band is also a duo like Matt

and Kim, but with a completely flipped sound- less happy

and haphazard, and more controlled, smooth, and

mysterious.
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